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Abst ract - -The  existence and uniqueness of solutions of the linear q-difference quation y(x) = 
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spline collocation is constructed and error estimates are given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the q-difference equation 
y(x) = av(qz) +:(x), x > 0, (1) 
where a is a complex constant, q • (0, 1), and f (x)  is a given function. The motivation for our 
discussion is that the following system of equations: 
n 
y~(~)=~a~y~(qi:)+/i(x), l< i<n,  x>0 (2) 
j= l  
arises in the study of the generalized Riemann problem for a quasilinear hyperbolic system of 
PDEs by Le Floch and Li [1] and of the Goursat problem for some linear hyperbolic systems of 
PDEs by Hua, Lin and Wu [2]. 
n It is proved in [1] that i f7 := maxl<i<~ j= l  laijl < 1 and f • C°(7~+,T~), then (2) has one 
and only one solution in C°(T~+,~n). One natural question is what happens if 0' >_ 1. As far 
as (1) is concerned, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that f(x) • C[0, c~) and consider the solubility of (1) in the function 
space C[0, c~). 
(1) If la[ > 1 then there exists a one-to-one correspondence between solutions of (1) and 
functions in the space C* = {z(x) • C[q, 1] [ z(1) = az(q) + f(1)}. 
(2) If a = -1,  then (1) is solvable if and only if the series 
oo  
~(_ l )k  (f (qk~) _/(0)), • e [0, o0) (~) 
k=O 
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converges to a continuous function of x C [0, oc). Subject to this condition, the only 
solution is y(z) = (1/2)f(0) + E°~=o(-1)k(f(qkz) - f(0)). 
(3) I ra = 1, then (1) is solvable if and only if f(O) = 0 and the series 
OO 
x e (4) 
k=O 
converges to a continuous function of the x e [0, cx)). Subject to this condition, all solutions 
oo k can be written as y(x) = c + ~k=o f(q x), where c is an arbitrary constant. 
It is easy to formulate xamples of the continuous function f (x )  such that the series (3) or (4) 
diverges. However, a slightly greater estriction upon f (x )  such as the HSlder continuity at 
x -- 0, i.e., If(x) - f(0)[ _< Mx ~ in a neighbourhood of x = 0 for some positive constants M 
and a E (0, 1], is sufficient for the convergence of the series (3) or (4) to a continuous function of 
z ~ [0, ~). 
By transforming (2) into a system of difference quations, Serre [3] presented a necessary and 
sufficient condition of algebraic type for the existence and uniqueness of solutions in a Sobolev- 
type space (one may think of it as L 2 (dx]) In this paper, we consider solutions in the more \ ~g ] " 
natural function space LP(7~+), 1 < p < oo. As far as (1) is concerned, we have the following 
result. 
THEOREM 2. If q-1/Pla[ 7 £ 1 and f (x )  E LP(T~+), then (1) has one and only one solution in 
LV(~+). 
The same result holds for equation (2) if maxl<i<~ )-'~j~--1 q~l/P]aiJ] < 1. 
Finally, we discuss the numerical solution of (1). Let y~ be our approximation of the exact 
solution y(x) at x = nh, n = 0, 1 . . . .  where h > 0 is the grid length. Let yh(x) be the linear 
spline interpolation of {Yn}~=o, i.e., 
yh(x) = (n + l )h -  x x -  nh 
h Yn+~Yn+l ,  xC  [nh , (n+l )h ) ,  n>0.  
By requiring that yh(x) satisfies (1) at x = nh, we obtain the recurrence relation 
Yn = ayh(qnh) + f~, n >_ O, (5) 
where fn = f (nh) .  For t > 0, we denote 
w [gl[0,t], hi = sup [g(xl) - g(x2)[, 
O<xx,x2<_t, Ixl-x21<h 
Ilglt0:lllo~ = max Ig(x)l 0<x<t 
for a function g(x) e C[0, oo). 
THEOREM 3. I l i a  ] < 1, then (5) has a unique solution {Y~}~=0 which satisfies the error estimates 
ly- - u(~h)l _< { 
21al 
(1 - [a l )  2 
[alh o~ [f'lt0,q~h], hi ,  
a(1 - lal)(X - qlal) 
[alh2 II:"lto,q,,hjIIoo , 
8(1 - lal)(1 - q21al) 
if f (x)  e C[0, c<)), 
if f (x)  E Cl[0, cx~), 
if f (z )  C C k[o, ~), k>2.  
It is only a matter of notation to generalize the numerical method to (2) and to obtain similar 
n 
error estimates under the condition that maxl_<i_<n ~j=l  [aijl <: 1. 
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2. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. The last two parts of this theorem are trivial to prove. Let us consider 
the first part. For every solution y(x) e C[0, co) of (1), there exists a function z(x) = y(x), 
t • [q, 1], which is in C*. On the other hand, for every function z(x) • C*, we can construct a
solution y(x) of (1) by the recurrence relation 
1 
y(0)  - 1 - ~f (0 ) ,  
y (x )  = z (x ) ,  
= a -1  (y  - s 
y(x) = ay(qx) + f(x), 
x • [q, 1], 
x E [qk+l,qk), k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
xe(q -k ,q -k -1 ] ,  k = 0 ,1 , . . . .  
The continuity of y(x) at x = 0 can be justified by the relation 
m~l  
Y (qmx) = a-mz(x) - E ak-'~f (qkz) ' z • [q, 1], 
k=O 
m_>l .  H 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. We only consider the case where p•  (1, o0). The other two cases, namely 
p = 1 and p = co, can be discussed similarly. First, we consider the case where q-1/Pla I < 1. Since 
]lY(q')llp <- q-1/PllYll for all function y(x) • LP(T~+), we derive from the Contraction Mapping 
Theorem that (1) has one and only one solution in LP(~+). Next, we consider the case where 
q-1/Pla I > 1. Applying the Laplace transform to (1), we obtain formally that 
9(t) = q-la9 (q-it) + ](t), Ret > 0, 
where 9( t ) = fo  e-XtY( x ) dx and ] ( t ) = fo  e- Xt f ( x ) dx are Laplace transforms ofy(x) and f ( x ), 
respectively. Therefore, 
9(t) = qa-19(qt) - qa-1](qt), Ret > O. 
By iteration, we have formally that 
oo 
9(t) = - Z (qa-1) k ] (¢ t )  , 
k=O 
Ret > 0 
which implies that 
oo 
y(x )=- -E (a -1)k  f (q -kx) ,  X>0.  
k=0 
It is easy to verify that this function is a solution of (1) in LP(T~+). To prove the uniqueness of 
the solution, we only need to prove that when f(t) - O, equation (1) has the trivial solution only. 
Let y(t) • LP(T¢ +) be a solution of (1) with f(t) =- O. Applying the Laplace transform to (1), we 
obtain 
9(t) = aq-19 (q - i t ) ,  Ret > O, 
which implies that 
9(t)=(a- lq)n~)(qnt),  n>0,  Ret > 0. 
Noting that 19(t)l < (p'N) -1/p' IlYlI~, where p' E (0, co) obeying 1/p + 1/p' = 1, we have 
( 0°( 19(t)l <- q-1/'la P'ttl) -1/" ILY11,, n > 0, Ret > 0. 
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By lett ing n --* co in the preceding inequality, we see that  ~)(t) = 0 for all t with Re t > 0. 
Therefore, y(t) = 0 a.e. in LP(T~+). This proves that  (1) has at most one solution in LV(T~+). II 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. It is easy to see that  (5) has a unique solution {yn}n°°= 0. Let ms = [qn], 
~ = qn - [qn] and fn = f (nh),  where [. ] denotes the integer part.  Then 
yh(qnh) = (1 -- thn)Ym. -4- 5nYm~+l. 
Let en = Yn - y (nh) ,  n >_ O. It follows from (1) and (5) that 
en=a{(1-6n)emn +hnem~+l}+aEn,  n>O,  
where En = (1 - 5n)y(m~h) + 5~y((mn + 1)h) - y(qnh). Hence, 
le=l _< la lmax{lem,~l ,  fe~, ,+ l l )+ laE ,~ l ,  n>_O. 
It is easy to prove by induction from the preceding inequal ity that  
levi < Pa_____[_l max [Ek[, n > O. 
- 1 -  la[ O<k<~ 
Our  error estimates follow from the preceding inequality and the fact that 
[Ylto,q hl, hi, if y(x) • C[O, co), 
h 
IEnl ~_ -~w [y [[O,qnhl,h] ,
h 2 
T Ily"lto,  hlll ¢, 
for all n > O, and that  
if y(x) • C 1 [0, o¢), 
i f y (x )  • Ck[O, co), k>2,  
1 w [f(k)[[o,z],h] if f (x )  E Ck[0, co), w [y(k)[[0,x],h] <i_qk[a-------~ 
1 
Ily"llto,x] -< 1 -q2la------~ Ilf"lto,q hlll , if f (x )  • C2[O, co), 
k_>0, 
for all x > O. | 
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